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Abstract: 

 

This article describes why it is not enough to use lean tools like a cooking recipe and 

then wonder why the meal doesn’t taste well afterwards… 

It describes how the authors discovered that lean is not a toolbox but a management 

PHILOSOPHY and how it is possible to really sustainably implement it within an 

organization. 

The result is SLIM®, a six step process organizations can follow to turn-around from an 

old school taylorized organization into an organization that sustainably lives a lean 

management philosophy.  

 

 

Epilog: 

 

Five pharmacists and five engineers took a train to visit a fair in a nearby town. They all 

went to purchase tickets for the train as the pharmacists noticed that the five engineers 

only purchased one ticket altogether while they had purchased five tickets, one ticket 

each. On the train, as the conductor came into the car and announced his checking of the 

tickets, the pharmacists noticed that all the engineers got out of their seats at once and 

rushed to the bathroom altogether. As the conductor then knocked at the bathroom door 

to ask for a ticket the engineers pushed out the one ticket under the door. The conductor 

stamped it passed it back in and continued on. 

 

On the way back from the fair, the five pharmacists decided then to also only purchase 

one ticket altogether as they noticed that the engineers did not purchase any ticket at all 

for their trip back. On the train then, when the conductor announced his checking of the 

tickets, all the pharmacists got up immediately and rushed to the bathroom together. 

And, as they heard the knock on the door, they pushed their ticket out under the door 

and awaited its return. They waited and waited. Even after a while waiting, the ticket did 

not come back! 

 

The point of the story: the pharmacists utilize the tools and approaches of engineers but 

do not understand the underlying philosophies… 

 

 

Introduction: 

 

As you can tell from this little epilog above, the experiment and research that is being 

described in this paper has been conducted in the pharmaceutical industry. An industry 

in which some people believe Lean Management cannot be successfully utilized due to 

tight regulation and different continuous process technologies in contrast to the 



automotive industry in which the tools and methods of Lean Management have been 

developed and are utilized in assembly and mechanical processes. 

 

In April 2012 the student Korbinian Mann of the University of Applied Sciences in 

Rosenheim had invited his professor to the presentation of his findings during his 

bachelor thesis work at a pharmaceutical company in Bad Aibling. The professor and the 

student had decided that the presentations would be best given at the company to make 

sure the findings could be best understood and further utilized by the management and 

the employees of the company. The title of the bachelor thesis was “Analyse und 

Optimierungansätze eines Wertstromes einer Brauseproduktion / Analysis and 

Approaches for Optimization of a Value Stream in a Solida/Effervescent Production”. 

The student had decided to use the “Value Stream Mapping” method to structure his 

analysis during his research, which he had learned about in his lean management 

classes. 

During the presentation, the managing director, who had also taken the time to learn 

about the outcome of the student’s research, asked the professor to stay around after the 

presentation, so he could show him the rest of the company. Once back in the office of 

the managing director, he showed the professor a plant layout on the office wall that 

included a new building, a warehouse to store the additional raw material necessary for 

the upcoming expansion of the production capacity. After the walk through the company 

the professor, looking at the drawing of the multimillion expansion on the wall, 

mentioned that the building would not be necessary, since there was more material on 

the grounds of the company today necessary to run more than double the existing 

capacity. Discussions about extrapolations of warehouse utilization, inventory and 

material throughput continued and ended in the agreement of an experiment based on 

the believe, that the employees of the company would be able to find new ways of 

managing all the companies processes, since the managing director was fascinated by 

the way the student had gotten the employees involved in his research “…to get 

themselves involved in improving value added processes”! 

 

 

The level of existing research 

 

Most publications on lean management describe tools, methods and improvement 

processes that have been studied by researchers observing the results of developments 

that have been going on in companies for many decades. “The Machine that Changed the 

World”, “Lean Thinking”, “Learning to See”, “Toyota Kata”, all these publications are 

based on observations of achievements and processes that have been the result of 

people and companies trying to find successful ways to stay competitive and reach 

higher levels of operational excellence. 

 

The question of the research in those publications had not been what had been the 

guiding questions that drove the people and companies at their time to develop those 

methods and tools, but what had been the outcome of what was called Lean 

Management at the time. That could be the reason why so many companies until today 

are struggling to implement lean management as a sustainable leadership philosophy 

throughout their organization. 

 

Observing Toyota’s and other companies methods, tools and katas will rather naturally 

lead to the struggle to be good at what these companies have been doing and improving 



for six decades, rather than developing ones own approaches, methods, tools and 

routines to solve the challenges one faces in the daily efforts to deliver services and 

products to one’s customers. Consultants might suggest to utilize the next new idea 

another company has developed and will love to offer extensive training sessions. But 

the issue remains that those are methods, tools and katas other people developed to 

solve their problems. Those methods, tools and katas are their solutions of their 

employees to the problems they faced or are facing to deliver the best services or 

products to their customers! 

 

That is, as if a father would take his 10 year old son downhill skiing into a steep slope 

with moguls and then wonders why he and his son both get frustrated at the end of the 

day, even though the father has showed his son in every detail how he skis down the 

bumpy hill. What the father did not take into consideration is that for the son it takes 

time to learn how to put his own motions into action with the proper forces on the skis 

edges. The son will need to learn all the details and basics of skiing before the excellence 

of mogul skiing can be executed on a steep and bumpy hill in the mountains. And only on 

the less challenging slopes of the resorts can the son learn, over the next years, what he 

needs to know to be able to reach the excellence of his father. 

 

 

Are there boundary conditions that will assure a sustainable implementation of Lean 

Management into an organization? 

 

In the experiment that was conducted in the pharmaceutical industry between the years 

2012 and 2016 the emphasis was first put on having the leadership, the management 

team understand the drivers and underlying philosophies that led the people of the past 

to develop all the tools and methods we can read about in lean management 

publications. That included understanding the drivers and boundary conditions that 

made the companies who were researched in the 1980s and 1990s start out the “new 

approach” to managing their value added supply chains. 

 

Then, second, in parallel to what the companies and their employees did and what we 

now call Lean, focus was to follow their passion and drive to develop methods, tools and 

processes that will assure best possible delivery of services and products to their 

customers. Since that is why organizations ultimately exist. It is not what many business 

books are suggesting: the maximization of profits. And here is a brief explanation that 

will make the point. 

 

Asking employees in companies, students in business classes and managers in 

management seminars who pays them in their jobs, you will get answers ranging from: 

my bosses and the shareholders to the CEO. Only very few will answer: from the 

customer. But that is the only correct answer. Even more, the customer is also who 

ultimately pays for all the waste that exists in the added value processes leading to the 

services and products the customer will pay for. It is not that anyone else is paying for 

those wastes. At least it will not happen sustainably. You can easily imagine, that a 

shareholder will drive to either increase prices or cease business, when waste leads to 

cost the market is no longer willing to cover in the prices. Also, if another company can 

deliver the same services or products with less cost, it will most likely be able to offer 

more competitive prices in the market. So, focusing the entire organization, both in all 

it’s primary and secondary processes on the reduction or elimination of waste in the 



added value processes is a simple and probably most effective way to run an 

organization sustainably. This is exactly what Toyota’s Taiichi Ohno did, when he 

defined the seven wastes the employees are constantly trying to reduce or eliminate. 

The beauty of this approach is that with a simple set of orientation guidelines, an entire 

organization will be doing the right thing for their customers. 

 

Thirdly, in the experiment, emphasis was put on making sure the leadership of the 

organization has “guard rails” along the way when implementing the new leadership 

philosophy. This means, not having key indicators that are calculated in controlling 

departments, to monitor and check the performance of each department and each 

employee on a monthly, weekly or even hourly basis. But to have an opportunity to 

evaluate the actions management is taking in it’s daily leadership to guide their 

employees in this new fashion of organizational development. 

 

The forth boundary condition that was given to sustainably implement Lean 

Management, was to make sure every part of the organization, starting with the seven 

department heads and including the general manager and their assistants, understood 

their part of the overall responsibility in the added value process delivering services and 

goods to the customer. This was done, by creating an overview along the complete 

added value supply chain, through the company, from dock to dock. Initially this 

remained a high level overview, but over the course of some weeks and months 

generated more detail from each department manager in his area of process 

responsibility. 

 

Then, with regular reviews of the activities in each department, every department 

manager started to take the same approach the department managers took 

approximately sixty years ago in the companies that were researched for the book “The 

Machine That Changed the World.” 

 

 

How the experiment started 

 

At the very start when the Managing Director of the company more or less by incident 

met the coming lean Sensei during the presentation of the Bachelor thesis, he was at a 

stage where he had learned about lean as a set of bright PowerPoint slides presented by 

smart consultants never having had an operational experience before. The presentation 

slides always had been very colorful and promising, the consultants had been very 

expensive and the results were more or less disappointing! Always bringing a lot of 

effort with little results that lasted as long as the project was taking and with the end of 

the project  all the enthusiasm more or less completely disappeared. 

 

This time it was different… 

The professor (who became the general Manager’s Sensei from then on) from the 

University in Rosenheim never showed a single PowerPoint slide which, by the way the 

Managing Director couldn’t have paid for, because he had no budget at all for activities 

like that. 

But discussing with the Professor deeper and deeper he began to realize that lean was 

not a collection of tools that can easily be turned into results, but that lean is a 

management philosophy that requires a completely different thinking…! 

 



And quickly he found out that this was the only way he wanted to work with his team in 

the future. But how to get there, having no background, no budget, no experience ? 

So, he and the new Sensei elaborated a plan that should turn the organization into a new 

one, being managed according to the lean philosophy. And more than three years later 

when they had found out that they had discovered a way to really sustainably 

implement lean as management philosophy, they started to describe it and teach it to 

others who have the same inspiration but are missing the method for success. 

 

 

Taking the six helpful steps 

 

But let us start with the steps that should be taken: 

 

Step1: 

First of all, the whole management team has to be taught about Lean in general, 

beginning with the famous “Toast Video”, the historical background etc. pp. And talking 

about the management team means the managing director, the department heads and 

all their assistants that have roles with a direct impact on the value chain. In the 

experiment there were about 15 people. And, it is extremely important to really get 

EVERYBODY ! This is a key success factor, because the people have to learn to work on 

problems together to be successful. Therefore, they have to have the same level of 

knowledge and have to speak the same language. Together with the Sensei weekly 

training sessions were established for several weeks, so that step by step everybody got 

a deeper insight into Lean and the underlying principles. 

 

Step2: 

Second step was to initiate a “lighthouse project” by which the whole site became the 

awareness on what was going on and what the management was starting to do. In this 

special case it was called the “Cappuccino Project”. 

Background was the coffee machine to which everybody from the leadership team was 

going every day to get a cup of coffee from. But as it always is: what nobody cares for 

gets in disorder. Coffee was used up and not refilled again, milk was missing, dirty cups 

standing around etc. 

In total a state which is not very representative for a Pharmaceutical Company and has 

to be changed. But not by recruiting somebody to care for (remember: no budget…) but 

by using the first methods that were taught in the lean lessons. 

Thus the management team performed a 5S-workshop, eliminated wastes and collected 

ideas how to improve the situation.  

The far end of this exercise was a Kanban-System for the material supply, a clean coffee-

corner and satisfied users. And the best thing about the Cappuccino-Project was, that the 

whole organization could see and feel the results of the new Philosophy every day. 

Sustainably… 

Based on these experiences the acceptance for the new Philosophy, the will to improve 

things and the happiness about the results were enormous.  

 

After this first experience what the new Philosophy could bring, everybody was ready to 

and keen on performing the third step: transfer what was learned into the business… 

 

 

 



Step 3: 

To make sure the department managers and their assistants felt comfortable in 

implementing their leadership along the principles of the genuine lean management 

philosophy, “lean hours” were introduced in which the projects driven in each 

department were presented to each other. Every department head was able to share his 

or her activities in handing the responsibility of decision making to the employees using 

the Deming Cycles. These “lean hours” were supported by time spent with the Sensei to 

make sure the underlying lean philosophy was understood and would lead the 

organization in the right direction. 

 

Step4: 

During one of the next “lean hours”, together with the Sensei, the management team 

performed a value stream analysis on the whole supply process of the site, beginning 

with the order of the customer and ending with the shipment of the finished goods. 

This was another “eye-opening”-event, because it was the first time that everybody had 

the opportunity to see the business process in total, not only the activities of his own 

department. 

And this “look across the borders” is a key success factor for the forthcoming projects in 

which departments want to reduce waste across the interfaces between them! 

Based on the VSA the whole process was deeply discussed within the Management Team 

and all potential wastes that were obvious at that time were identified and addressed. 

 

Step 5: 

Every department head took over the responsibility for the elimination of wastes that 

were caused by his department or affected it. 

The activities in every department were supported by Bachelor Students from the UoAS 

in Rosenheim in order to keep the learning momentum high and to support the 

department in its new understanding of the lean philosophy. 

Department head and bachelor student acted as a team, the department head having the 

leadership and the bachelor student bringing the knowledge to the team and performing 

the projects. Along with the bachelor thesis work, regular Sensei consultation hours 

were established during which the department heads could discuss their projects with 

the Sensei and get his advice for the further proceedings. 

Step-by-step this philosophy was penetrated into the organization by the numerous 

projects and the integration of the whole team. With this momentum it showed that the 

new lean philosophy was not only understood, but really came alive. 

The success of the projects could not only be seen within the organization but could also 

be reflected in the improved key figures and the performance of the site. 

And one of the invisible but most important results was the increased satisfaction of the 

employees. They felt that they had become an integral part of the success of the site, not 

only a “production factor” like many “old” school management books suggest. 

 

Step 6: 

When the number of running initiatives became too big to be handled by the department 

heads alone, the next step was taken, which is the final step in the sustainable 

implementation of the new philosophy: an internal lean coordinator was hired from the 

pool of bachelors that had worked on their thesis on site before. He managed to keep the 

entire focus on all activities and arranges for the regular consultation hours of the 

department heads with the Sensei. With this approach it is assured that the learning 

within the organization can remain along the lean philosophy also in the future. 



 

His role is to coordinate all activities on site and to offer the forum for the further 

development of the site. 

 

The responsibility for the continuous improvement and future organizational 

development over the whole value added process stayed with the management team 

and the department heads, now living the new lean philosophy of management through 

PDCA improvement cycles. This assured the most important goal of lean management, 

handing the responsibility of decision making down into the organization towards the 

employees who are adding value to the products and services the customer is receiving 

from the organization. 

 

Experiencing the fruit- and successful approach led the authors to promote their method 

and support other companies in their efforts to sustainably implement the lean-

management-philosophy in their company. 

 

This is given in the following six steps of the SLIM® approach: 

 

• Step 1: Identify a Lean Management Sensei to educate your management team on 

the real philosophy of lean 

• Step 2: Initiate a „lighthouse“ project 

• Step 3: Introduce a „lean hour“ every week 

• Step 4: Value stream one entire added value chain throughout the company, dock 

to dock 

• Step 5: Reduce waste in the value chain in each department with the department 

head in the leadership position 

• Step 6: Establish regular consultation hours for your department heads with the 

Sensei 

 

 

The philosophy is really worth turning the taylorized business world into a lean one! 


